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Who can make VAD laws happen?
It’s now up
to voters
like you!

The 93 MPs in the current
State Parliament comprise:
 48 Labor Party
 38 LNP
 3 Katter’s Australia Party
 1 Queensland Greens
 1 One Nation
 1 North Queensland First
 1 Independent

The disappointing decision
by Premier Annastacia
Palaszczuk to defer action
on voluntary assisted dying
laws until the next term of
parliament — provided her
government is returned — means
voters backing VAD must ensure
enough MPs supporting new laws are
elected at the October 31 state poll.
On May 21 the Premier told Parliament
she would refer the findings of the inquiry
conducted by the Health Committee to
the Queensland Law Reform Commission
and ask it to report back with draft laws
by March 2021. Unfortunately the move
risks making VAD a party political issue at
the election when it is meant to be the
subject of a conscience vote by MPs
regardless of their party’s policy.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE QLRC’S
TERMS OF REFERENCE

have both previously served on the
QLRC.
Voters like you and me must now make
VAD a reality by supporting only the
MPs or candidates who will vote for new
laws in the next parliament.

Both the Premier and
Opposition Leader promised their MPs a
conscience vote, but we have no idea if
such guarantees will be repeated by
whoever holds those jobs after October.

Unless a majority of MPs back VAD law
reform it simply won’t happen.

VAD law could have been considered
before the election because the inquiry
recommended as a starting point the
model VAD Bill by Brisbane-based endof-life-law experts Professor Lindy
Willmott and Professor Ben White who

David Muir
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Predecessor criticises Palaszczuk’s approach
Former premier Campbell
Newman says Annastacia
Palaszczuk has let down the
thousands of people who made
their views in favour of VAD
known to the Health Committee
inquiry.

He told The Courier-Mail VAD laws
should have been put to State
Parliament this year in a
conscience vote. Instead, he said,
those who lodged submissions had
been let down by the Premier
when they expected “that their
submissions would be considered
Mr Newman, who has expressed and then acted upon, one way or
regret that he did not enact VAD another, accepted or rejected”.
laws while in office, said the
Premier was deferring the issue Mr Newman said if the LNP won
because of the October election. the election it should bring a VAD

Bill to Parliament
and allow MPs a
conscience vote
because the issue
went beyond party
politics.
“This is about people, it’s about
their lives and their freedom to
decide on how they live or die,
when they’re in a terrible
situation, incurable illness,” he
said.

You can follow us on Facebook @mlmcaus

and Twitter @mlmcaus

Who’s who at
the Commission

Taking a familiar path
The Premier’s decision to refer recommendations for VAD laws to
the Queensland Law Reform Commission broadly reflects the
approach she took when she announced she would overhaul the
state’s abortion laws. Below is a summary of what happened then.
In February 2017 the
Premier said she would
refer existing laws
covering the termination
of pregnancy to QLRC.
She said in the following
term her government, if
re-elected, would
undertake reform of
the law.

In June 2017 the
Attorney-General Yvette
D’Ath issued terms of
reference for the review
to the QLRC and asked it
to report back with draft
legislation by June 2018.

The Termination of Pregnancy
Bill 2018 was introduced into
State Parliament in August 2018
and passed in October 2018.

The QLRC’s report
was tabled in State
Parliament in July
2018.

The Queensland Law Reform
Commission was established in 1968
as an independent statutory body to
conduct law reform
reviews referred to it
by the government.
Yvette D’Ath

A state election was held
in November 2017 which
saw the return of the
Palaszczuk Government
by a narrow margin.

In December 2017 the
QLRC issued a public
consultation paper
seeking submissions
by February 2018.

It reports to the
Attorney-General who
tables its reviews in
State Parliament.
The chairperson of the QLRC is
Supreme Court judge, Justice David
Jackson (pictured). Other part-time
members are:
 Judge Brian Devereaux of the
District Court
 former Supreme Court judge
Margaret Wilson
 barrister Ms Penelope White
 Dr Nigel Stobbs, former barrister
and currently senior lecturer in
the QUT Faculty of Law, and
 barrister Ruth O'Gorman.

Premier seeks ‘further careful consideration’
This is the text of Premier Annastacia
Palaszczuk’s statement to the
Queensland Parliament on 21 May.

For these reasons, I believe law reform in
this area requires further careful
consideration.

In November 2018, I asked the
Parliamentary Health, Communities,
Disability Services and Domestic and
Family Violence Prevention Committee to
inquire into aged care, end-of-life and
palliative care, including voluntary
assisted dying.

View the Premier’s statement on
the State Parliament website.

We did this for the Termination of
Pregnancy Bill. I have therefore asked the
Attorney-General and Minister for Justice
to refer the preparation of voluntary
assisted dying legislation for Queensland
to the Queensland Law Reform
Commission.

The inquiry enabled Queenslanders to tell
their personal stories and share their
views. I want to thank the committee for
its thorough and comprehensive
consideration of these very important
matters. In March this year, the
Committee tabled its aged care, end-oflife and palliative care report, making 77
recommendations and its voluntary
assisted dying report, making 21
recommendations.

currently on addressing the risk of COVID19. On the specific issue of voluntary
assisted dying laws for Queensland, the
committee recommended draft
legislation as the basis for a legislative
scheme in Queensland. This draft
legislation aligns closely with the
Victorian and Western Australian
approaches, the only two Australian
states to have enacted voluntary assisted
dying schemes so far.

My government will table an interim
response to both committee reports
shortly. It is absolutely critical that the
government’s final response to the
committee reports is informed by the
views and experiences of aged-care and
palliative care providers.

However, voluntary assisted dying is a
very complex and deeply personal issue in
which competing interests and views of
Queenslanders and experts have to be
carefully balanced and the lives of our
elderly and most vulnerable people
protected.

We need to give the sector and
community time to consider the reports
in detail and we know that the focus in
these areas is

There are also number of operational
issues to work through before we can
implement any kind of voluntary assisted
dying scheme in Queensland at this time.

The Queensland Law Reform Commission
will report back to the Attorney-General
with draft legislation by 1 March next
year for the government’s final
consideration.
The way in which our government
responds to these recommendations
about reform to aged care, end-of-life
and palliative care, and voluntary assisted
dying is critical to ensuring the protection
of our most vulnerable members of the
community. The provision of
compassionate, high quality and
accessible palliative care for persons at
their end of life is a fundamental right for
the Queensland community.

It is critical that we get this right. The
government’s proposed approach to the
committee’s reports is a measured and
careful way to achieve this, informed by
views of stakeholders and other experts
in these fields.

Everald ready for battle
Veteran campaigner gears up for October election
Dying With Dignity Queensland
is pleased to have aged policy
advocate Everald Compton as
one of our campaign leaders on
voluntary assisted dying law
reform.

Jos Hall

next term of State Parliament.

President
Dying With Dignity
Queensland
www.dwdq.org.au

He has committed to making
sure the next State Parliament
has sufficient pro-VAD MPs by
campaigning in the coming
state election against anyone
Everald has a well-deserved
objections to deny others access opposed to voluntary assisted
reputation as a tireless advocate to VAD at the end of life.
dying law reform.
for a range of policies, issues and
Now Everald has our state MPs
projects.
As both major parties have
and would-be MPs in his sights.
promised their MPs will have a
As a long-standing elder of the
conscience vote on any VAD
Uniting Church he has brought to He has publicly expressed his
Bill, Everald will not focus on
anger
and
disappointment
at
the
our campaign an array of strong
MPs of any particular political
Premier’s
decision
to
push
and effective arguments against
party.
those who try to use faith-based possible law reform into the

Gold Coast MP
supports reform
The Labor Party MP for Gaven,
Meaghan Scanlon (pictured), who is a
member of DWDQ posted the following
statement on Facebook following the
Premier’s announcement in Parliament.
I want to be up front with you. I am a
member of Dying with Dignity and support
voluntary assisted dying.
So many Queenslanders have experienced
the incredible pain of watching someone
they love suffer and endure those last days
and weeks. I'm no different.
So over the coming
months, I will share
my own story, about
losing my Dad to
cancer. I appreciate
that people hold
deeply personally
opinions on this topic.
But this discussion needs to be respectful.

Because ultimately, this is about respect.
Respect for people’s views and respect for
people’s lives.
I’ve heard from so many Gold Coast
families who’s loved ones are suffering.
Who am I to deny them of that relief?
Who am I to say that their body isn’t theirs
to control?
For too long, this issue has been put in the
“too hard” basket.
That’s not the type of politics I practise and
I want you to know that I support reform.

Everald Compton

He will be ensuring that the
views of individual MPs and
candidates on VAD —
regardless of their party
affiliation — are made known
to voters and will be urging a
vote against those who refuse
to support law reform.
Follow Everald on Facebook or
Twitter.

Statement prompts candidates to respond
The Premier’s statement on VAD laws
has already prompted some state
election candidates to declare their
support for law reform.
Labor’s Ali King declared her backing
for VAD. Ms King is running in the LNPheld seat of Pumicestone where firstterm MP Simone Wilson is not recontesting the seat.

Another Labor candidate, Mark
Denham in the seat of Noosa, said he
agreed with the sentiments expressed
by Ms King. It is these type of
responses we must see across the state
by as many MPs and candidates as
possible at the election if we are to
secure VAD laws next term.
Jos Hall

Cross-benchers cross at Premier’s move
The Greens MP serving on
the Health Committee that
conducted the VAD inquiry
says the Premier’s move to
defer action on law reform is
“incredibly disappointing”.
Member for Maiwar, Michael
Berkman (pictured), took to
social media to criticise the
decision, suggesting the
Premier appeared to be
ignoring the inquiry’s work by
seeking Queensland Law
Reform Commission input
into what she called a
“complex issue”.

“The angst and anger of
Queenslanders is palpable
and understandable in
response,” Ms Bolton said in
a Facebook message.
Michael Berkman

“letting the far right of the
LNP derail this important
reform that the vast
majority of Queenslanders
support”.
Mr Berkman said the many
“heartbreaking” stories
heard by the inquiry from
people who had seen loved
ones “suffer needlessly
before their death” proved
VAD legislation was long
overdue in Queensland.

Mr Berkman said the inquiry
had draft legislation “ready
to go” — referring to the
model VAD Bill submitted to
the inquiry by Brisbane-based
Another pro-VAD crossexperts in end-of-life law,
bench MP, the Independent
Professor Ben White and
Member for Noosa, Sandy
Professor Lindy Willmott.
Bolton, said news of the
Premier’s referral to the
He said the delay in moving
on law reform until after the QLRC had provoked “deep
October state election risked disappointment”.

“The rationale the Premier
has given may have validity,
however it does not ease
the pain and heartache for
our terminally ill who are
suffering, nor their families
and friends.

Sandy Bolton

Ms Bolton said the delay
showed the current political
system was failing and even a
commitment for draft laws
within nine months would be
“too little, too late” for many
people.

Doctor tells his story

Compassion and patient care are priorities

As we now face the uncertainty of
exactly how many MPs in the 2020-2024
term of the Queensland Parliament will
back VAD laws, it is informative to read
the stories emerging from Victoria
where voluntary assisted dying has been
in operation for almost a year.
A story was published on the Starts at 60
website in which Victorian oncologist and
registered VAD provider Dr Cameron
McLaren gave a very personal insight into
his experience.
He said he had always been a VAD
supporter.
“I think this just harps back to the quality
versus quantity of life,” he explained.
“No one wants to live forever in pain. [As
doctors] we’re there to support our
patients and if that patient wishes they
weren’t alive anymore … then I think
that’s something that we should
support.”
Dr McLaren said he had been involved in
more than 40 cases since Victoria’s
voluntary assisted dying law came into
effect. He said he became involved
because he felt he owed it to his patients
— he could not bear the idea of not being
able to help his patients if they asked to
end their life.
“I didn’t want people that I had been
looking after to then ask me about this,”
he said. “For me to have treated them for
three years and then say ‘well okay, you
can go and see someone else about that’.

Dr Sid Finnigan MBBS, FRANZCO
Queensland Convenor
Doctors For Assisted Dying Choice

“I didn’t feel like that was offering the
patient respect in terms of supporting
their care from diagnosis to death.”
He said although some family members
were often upset about their loved one’s
decision to end their life, when the day
came they were supportive and respectful,
and the moment itself was usually very
calm. Most of the cases in which he had
been involved happened in the patient’s
home.
“This isn’t a decision that they make
lightly. I essentially come into it at the end
after they’ve decided, but they’ve
probably been thinking about it a long
time before that,” Dr McLaren said.

NZ’s would-be PM
outlines his stand
The new leader of New Zealand’s major
opposition party, the National Party,
Todd Muller, is an opponent of voluntary
assisted dying but says he would never
impose his views on others.

Mr Muller was elected party leader on
22 May and will face off against Prime
Minister Jacinda Ardern at elections set
for 19 September.
He said as a Catholic he exercised his
conscience vote against the Bill that
approved VAD subject to a referendum
being held in conjunction with the NZ
election.
He also voted
against other
legislation to
remove NZ’s
abortion laws
from its Crime
Act. But he said
he would not
Todd Muller
seek to impose
on others his views on either issue.

The fact that even with best palliative care,
a significant number of terminally ill
people have distressing unremediable
suffering was yet again confirmed during
the recent Queensland Parliamentary
Inquiry into end of life issues.

"This is settled. Parliament passed the
law, I had a personal view, it is vested in
my Catholic faith,” he said in an
interview . “ You know, I stand by the
values that sit inside of me.

However it is not just the many accounts
of harrowing deaths of everyday
Queenslanders testified to during the
Inquiry process that should be highlighted,
it is also messages like Dr McLaren’s that
we must tell others as we go forward to
convince those in our next State
Parliament to act swiftly on VAD laws.

"But one thing you'll never, ever, ever
hear from me - and you would have seen
that if you looked back in the parliament
over that debate - this is a personally
held view, but I didn't stand up and
speak to convince anybody else in that
Parliament they should change their
view because it's a privately held view
and I respect all views,” Mr Muller said.

Media changes impact campaign
North Queensland DWDQ
member Marj Lawrence
made her views known on
the delay to VAD laws with a
pointed letter to the editor
in her local newspaper the
Townsville Bulletin (at right).
Marj, like many others in
DWDQ, has been successful
in

in pushing the VAD cause in NQ
media outlets, which always
prefer to hear from locals.

the lead-up
to the state
election.

However, recently announced
plans for the online-only
publication of many of News
Corp Australia’s regional papers
may well impact efforts to
promote VAD laws, especially in

While the
Townsville Bulletin and some
others will continue to be
printed, the details of how
online “papers” will present
local views is still unknown.

We will need to
monitor developments to ensure
our message cuts through.
David Muir
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